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Abstract
Mapping the phospho-catalytic pro�le of kinase enzymes in cells or tissues remains a challenge. Here, we
introduce a practical biochemical assay to measure the enzymatic activity of kinases using peptides as
surrogate sensors to identify kinases in tumor biopsies and cell lines. The platform relies on collections
of peptide probes that are derived from biological target sites of kinases, and that operate as distinct
combinatorial peptide sets to simultaneously distinguish and measure the phospho-catalytic activity of
many kinase enzymes. The assay is modular by design: users can adapt probe libraries and assay
conditions to their needs. We named this functional proteomic platform 'High-Throughput Kinase Activity
Mapping \(HT-KAM) system'. The procedure described in this Protocol Exchange chapter focuses on
detailing the biochemical assay, and is related to the Nature Cell Biology manuscript NCB-C36710 titled:
"Mapping phospho-catalytic dependencies of therapy-resistant tumors reveals actionable vulnerabilities".

Introduction
An assay capable of speci�cally identifying, measuring, and differentiating between kinases’ phospho-
catalytic activities in cell or tissue extracts would be valuable to life sciences and medicine. Among many
valuable applications, such biotechnological advance could help improve our ability to explore signaling
pathways, discover mechanism of disease, identify drug targets, assess drug responses, help drug
repositioning, tailor drug combinations, develop diagnostic signatures, or guide therapeutic decisions. So
far, the proteomic detection systems used to study extracts from biological samples rely on
phosphorylatable regions of proteins to measure the phosphorylation state of proteins to then infer the
functional state of kinases, without directly measuring the enzymatic activity of kinases. The two main
methods are antibody-based assays1-4 and mass spectrometry techniques5-16, which allow to detect
and measure \(phospho-)protein levels. Importantly, these indirect approaches are also further restricted
owing \(i) antibodies \(un)availability and their variable levels of speci�city/sensitivity, and \(ii) mass
spectrometry cost, equipment, protocol, and complex operational or analytical requirements, which many
laboratories can not achieve or sustain, or can be highly limiting for very large scale projects or not
possible for clinical applications. Alternatively, the phospho-catalytic activity of kinase enzymes can be
directly measured with biochemical assays using generic amino-acid sequences that serve as individual
assay-probes. This includes radioactive-labeling assays, micro�uidic electrophoresis systems, ATP-
consumption tests, hybrid peptide/phospho-antibody platforms, or SPR and FRET techniques17-24.
Besides the challenging scalability and clinical translatability of these biochemical assays, their main
drawback is that virtually every peptide they rely on are broad-spectrum, consensus, multi-kinase sensors
that are originally designed for one-probe-to-many-kinases detection methods. As an analogy, this is
somewhat the technical equivalent of trying to measure gene expression with only one cDNA probe per
gene, or even try to use a degenerate common primer/sequence shared between multiple genes and then
attempt to identify which one of these various genes is more or less expressed: this is de�nitively and
demonstrably not how gene expression arrays work, and this is likely not how a kinase enzyme activity
pro�ling assay should be designed in order to identify, measure, and differentiate between individual
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kinases’ phospho-catalytic activities in cell or tissue extracts. Thus, as much as these biochemical
approaches are powerful tools that are very well adapted to the requirements of pharmacological drug
screens that use puri�ed recombinant kinases to test extensive drug-compound libraries, these
approaches and their readouts are by design not intended to speci�cally identify or differentiate between
kinases’ activities in complex biological extracts. Considering both the unique advantages and limitations
of currently available phospho-proteomic and kinase-activity pro�ling tools, we devised a new
biotechnological platform to distinguish, identify, and measure the phospho-catalytic activity of many
kinases in parallel. Our strategy relies on collections of peptide probes that are derived from the biological
target sites of kinases 25,26, and are physically/biochemically used as distinct combinatorial sets of
sensors to monitor the activity of kinases in samples. The technology is modular by design: users can
adapt probe libraries and assay conditions to their needs. In the below protocol, which is related to the
Nature Cell Biology manuscript NCB-C36710 titled: "Mapping phospho-catalytic dependencies of therapy-
resistant tumors reveals actionable vulnerabilities", we focus on describing the step-by-step biochemical
assay. Owing the complexity \(and user-dependent adaptability) of our strategy, the step-by-step analysis
of the phospho-catalytic pro�les is provided in a separate protocol.

Reagents
Kinase assay reagents • kinase assay buffer: Cell Signaling cat.# 9802 • ATP solution: Cell Signaling
cat.# 9804 • Kinase-Glo revealing reagent: Promega; cat.# V3772 • 384 well-plates: solid white �at bottom
plates, Corning cat.# 3570 • micro-centrifuge tubes: Costar; cat.# 3621 • clear 96-well PCR-plates: VWR;
cat.# 83007-374 • ddH2O Peptides \(which serve as surrogate sensors of kinases’ phospho-catalytic
enzymatic activity) • Mass-scale chemical synthesis \(either in-house or outsourced) of 11-mer amino
acid sequences at >95% purity. • Biological peptides, de�ned as an amino acid sequence corresponding to
a known phosphorylatable protein region for a biological peptide27, can be available from curated kinase
– substrate – phospho-target site relationship databases, especially PhosphoAtlas27 \
(http://cancer.ucsf.edu/phosphoatlas; DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-15-2325-T), or other resources \(e.g.
Phospho Site Plus26). • Generic positive control peptides, de�ned as commercially available amino acid
sequence advertised as a kinase probe/sensor for a CON+ peptide, can be available from any
manufacturer \(e.g. SignalChem: Abltide, cat.# A02-58; or Poly \(4:1 Glu, Tyr) peptide, cat# P61-58). •
Reference peptides, de�ned as \(i) modi�ed biological or generic positive control peptides either mutating
Tyrosine \(Y) / Serine \(S) / Threonine \(T) sites replaced with a Glycine \(G), and/or pre-phosphorylated
Y / S / T sites replaced with pY / pS / pT), and \(ii) random peptide sequences \(e.g. amino acid-repeated
sequence). Recombinant kinases and kinase inhibitors • If needed, recombinant kinases and kinase
inhibitors can either be internally produced/puri�ed by a laboratory or a facility, or purchased from
providers \(e.g. SignalChem, Selleck Chemicals, Invitrogen, Tocris, Sigma-Aldrich, EMD-CalBiochem, etc).
Reagents to generate protein extracts from biological samples \(cultured cells or tissues) • Cell Lysis
Buffer \(i.e. non-denaturing lysis buffer): Cell Signaling, cat.# 9803 • Halt Protease & Phosphatase:
ThermoScienti�c, cat.# 1861281
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Equipment
• Biomek® FX Laboratory Automation Workstation from Beckman Coulter • Cold blocks, VWR/BioCision,
COOLRACK XT PCR96 cat.# 89239-498 and COOLSINK XT 96F cat.# 89239-504 • Incubator and cold
room/chamber \(to keep all reagents/plates at <5degC, or at =30degC) • BioTek Synergy 2 Multi-Mode
Microplate Reader, or related platforms \(e.g. Molecular Devices Analyst AD Microplate Reader from
McKinley Scienti�c) • Multi-sample bio-pulverizer \(with 12 chambres and pestles, and a hammer):
BioSpec, cat.# 59012MS \(meant to be used to crush/pulverize �ash-frozen tissue biospecimens)

Procedure
Prepare protein extracts from cultured cells: 1. place 10cm petri dish \(where cells are cultured) on ice 2.
wash profusely 3 times with cold PBS \(keep cell culture dishes on ice), vacuum-suck the extra volume of
PBS at last wash 3. add between 750uL and 1.5mL of freshly prepared, cold Cell Lysis Buffer \(dilute 10x
cell lysis buffer from Cell Signaling with ddH2O, and complement with ThermoScienti�c "Halt Protease &
Phosphatase \(100x)") 4. scrape cells with regular �at tip scraper \(keep on ice) 5. tilt petri dish and leave
for 5min cell suspension in lysis buffer/inhibitor cocktail \(keep on ice) 6. collect the cell lysates in
eppendorf centrifuge tubes 7. spin for 15min at 14,000rpm at 4degC 8. transfer the supernatant in new
tube \(do not collect any pelleted debris), aliquot 50 to 100uL \(or larger volumes) per eppendorf, and
freeze at -80deg Prepare protein extracts from tissue biospecimens. 1. �ash-freeze resected tissue and
store at -80degC 2. on the day of protein extraction, pulverize tissues and collect in tubes \(keep on ice at
all time). 3. add between 750uL and 1.5mL of freshly prepared cold Cell Lysis Buffer, and follow the
protocol detailed for the cultured cells \(above) Kinase enzyme activity assay. STEP 1: automated liquid
dispensing of kinase assay reagents and incubation 1. Use/program a liquid dispensing instrument to
aliquot: peptide + sample + ATP + buffer solutions in 384-well plates, where each well contains one
peptide, and an individual 384-well plate simultaneously assesses the phosphorylation activity pro�le of
one sample. 2. Keep all reagents on ice \(or on cold blocks) until enzymatic reactions are started. 3.
Automate the dispensing of a �nal 8uL reaction mixture per well in 384-well plates, where each well
contains the following reagents: - kinase assay buffer \(KaB1x): prepared daily and diluted in ddH2O
from KaB10x stock solution Cell Signaling cat.# 9802. - 250nM ATP: prepared and diluted daily from ATP
stock solution \(Cell Signaling cat.# 9804) in KaB1x. - 200ug/mL 11-mer peptide: lyophilized stocks
originally prepared as 1mg/mL in KaB1x, 5% DMSO) - samples: typically made of either 5ng/uL
recombinant kinase enzyme protein or 10ug/mL protein extract from cell or tissue lysates kept on ice and
diluted in KaB1x <30min before experimental testing \(protein extracts from biological samples prepared
CRITICAL STEP: while dispensing steps occur, keep all 384-well plates on cold blocks at all time 4. Once
dispensing of reaction mixtures is completed, incubate 384-well plates for 30min at 30degC. 5. After
enzymatic reactions are completed, dispense Kinase-Glo revealing reagent \(Promega; cat.# V3772)
using automated liquid dispensing instrument STEP 2: generate luminescence pro�les 1. Measure
luminescence using Synergy 2 Multi-Mode Microplate Reader from BioTek
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Timing
To run 32x 384-well plates, it takes 1 day: • STEP1: 8h • STEP2: 4h

Troubleshooting
• Ensure the automated liquid dispensing instrument accurately dispenses volumes in all wells. • To best
analyze experiments, include the following control wells in every 384-well plate: o Control ATP standard o
Control wells without any ATP o Control wells without any sample o Control wells without any peptide \
(sparsely located across the 384-well plate) o Include internal repeats of wells containing the same set of
reagents; e.g. duplicate readouts for a same peptide, and include that for multiple different peptides;
same with peptide-free wells or sample-free wells • Systematically check that all samples’ ATP pro�les �t
within the limits of the range of ATP standard, and concurrently check that no evidence for ATPase or
phosphatase contamination are present, in order to allow for activity pro�les to be interpreted with
con�dence and for ATP consumptions measured in presence of peptides to be peptide-dependent. •
Systematically check that no dispensing errors occur \(and if so, remove the technical errors) • Kinase
assay buffer can be adapted by users to best �t their needs. • Peptide libraries can be adapted by users to
best �t their needs.

Anticipated Results
ATP-consumption measured by luminescence: • Control ATP standard should display consistent levels
and fold variations matching dilutions • Control wells without any ATP should display
background/minimal luminescence • Control wells without any peptide should display baseline levels of
luminescence and should be consistent between repeats • Experimental wells should display a wide
range of luminescence readouts \(which correspond to the activity signature of the sample being tested)
We provide more details on the kind of results one may generate using computational and statistical
tools in a separate Protocol Exchange chapter that focuses on the step-by-step analysis of phospho-
catalytic pro�les \(which is also related to the Nature Cell Biology manuscript NCB-C36710 titled:
"Mapping phospho-catalytic dependencies of therapy-resistant tumors reveals actionable
vulnerabilities").
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